《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 273 - Treatment (Part-2)
Liu Ruolan was also jealous of Liu Juan because of Bo Xiao's feelings for Liu Juan
and in a fit of jealousy, Liu Ruolan tried to hurt Liu Juan many times even though Liu
Juan was her biological twin sister.
However, here Zhou Xuiye wasn't related to Liu Juan so why would she spare Liu
Juan?
Furthermore, Mo Jiang was a lot better than Bo Xiao and for whom Liu Juan could
fight with anyone.
But now Liu Juan was in a vulnerable situation and Zhou Xuiye had the top hand so it
was inevitable for Liu Juan to worry.
Mo Jiang knew everything about Liu Juan's past and he also knew about Zhou Xuiye's
feelings for him but he knew he and Zhou Xuiye couldn't be together. Therefore, there
was nothing to be worried about.
"Don't worry, she won't do anything to you." Mo Jiang confidently said.
"Why?" Liu Juan bemusedly looked at him.
"Because she loves her life more than me."

Liu Juan didn't understand Mo Jiang's words completely but she didn't ask anything
further.
…
Mo Jiang left Liu Juan alone with a promise that he would come back and take her
once she had conquered her past.
The room in which Liu Juan lived was the VIP room which had everything but she
wasn't happy to stay here.
Thus, to go back to her home soon, she needed to cure herself. Therefore, she
immediately went to look for Zhou Xuiye.

"Knock...Knock…"
"Come in."
Liu Juan entered Zhou Xuiye's office and immediately said, "Tell me what I have to do
to get better soon."
Zhou Xuiye smiled at Liu Juan and asked as she walked towards her. "It seems that
you have settled in your room fast."
"What is there to be settled? I won't live here for many days." Liu Juan replied coldly.
"Good that you think in this way. Positive thinking will help you to get better soon."
"Then tell me what I have to do."
"Why don't we sit first, hmm? Come." Zhou Xuiye suggested and walked towards the
couch.
The ladies sat opposite to each other.
"This is pe'eur tea. It is good for health. Please have some." A friendly smile, like
always, was pasted on Zhou Xuiye's lips as she poured the tea into two cups.
However, Liu Juan was neither interested in the tea nor in Zhou Xuiye's smile.
Thus, she sat still, waiting for Zhou Xuiye to start.
Zhou Xuiye understood Liu Juan and didn't waste much time. "Okay then, let's start."
She took a pen and paper and asked "Can you tell me your name?"
"Liu Juan."
"Where do you live?"
"Aroma's Mansion."
"Who do you live with?"
"Mo Jiang, my husband."
"How is your life going?"

"Good."
"Can you elaborate more about your life?"
"I live a normal life with my husband like a normal couple where we don't have any
problem in our relationship. Everything is perfect in our life. Jiang cooks for me, takes
care of me, dotes on me, and loves me very much." Liu Juan proudly said every good
thing about their relationship even if some things were not true, especially love.
Mo Jiang didn't love her. He just had a liking towards her.
Liu Juan knew about it but Zhou Xuiye didn't. Therefore, it was better to boost things
about their relationship so that if Zhou Xuiye had any ill intentions, it should be
changed hearing Liu Juan's words and she didn't come in between Liu Juan and Mo
Jiang.
However, there was one thing which Liu Juan didn't know that Zhou Xuiye didn't have
a chance to come in between Liu Juan and Mo Jiang.
"You have been having nightmares. What is it about?"
"It is about my past." Liu Juan said.
"Can you elaborate about what happened in your past that haunts you in your
nightmares?"
"It…" Liu Juan's words trailed off when she realized that Zhou Xuiye was asking
about her past.
The past which she never recalled on her own, in a conscious mind.
It was her subconscious mind that recalled it in the form of nightmares.
Liu Juan closed her mouth, swallowed back her words, and licked her lips. She wanted
to come up with proper words or sentences to say but seconds turned into minutes and
nothing came out of her mouth.
She was stuck in it.

Zhou Xuiye patiently waited for Liu Juan to say but Liu Juan still didn't speak for a
while.

Instead, Liu Juan didn't realize but her forehead and palms were covered with a
copious amount of sweat. She started panicking.
"It's alright. You don't have to force yourself. Take your time. Here drink this." Zhou
Xuiye passed her a glass of water when she saw Liu Juan's unusual behavior. Liu Juan
gulped down the whole glass of water in one mouthful.
After a while, Liu Juan calmed down a little after which Zhou Xuiye suggested, "Why
don't get you used to the surroundings of this hospital? Take your time, don't be in a
hurry. The garden on the backside is good. You can take a stroll in it. No matter what,
you have to live here for a few days."
Zhou Xuiye wanted to divert Liu Jaun's mind, but it didn't happen.
"Do I have to tell you everything about my past?" Liu Juan asked in a vigilant manner.
"Yes."
"Is there no other way?"
"No."

